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On Saturday March 4th I attended a performance by Sturgill Simpson at the Okeechobee

Music Festival. The performance was very interesting because of how different Simpson’s

performance was compared to the other groups that played at this festival. Simpson offers a very

interesting brand of country music that was surprising to see at an event like this. Typical acts at

this years’ festival included rappers and various EDM and dubstep groups. Due to this Simpson

offered a fresh new genre that was shocking to see considering the location. In addition to that he

presented a way to bridge the gap between fans of EDM and fans of country music by

incorporating some very liberal topics in his works.

First off due to the difference in style of Simpson’s performance the crowd that gathered

at his stage was not the typical festival goer. Instead of people with flat bill hats and Bassnectar

flags there were people in blue jeans and flannels simply nodding their heads to Simpsons’

songs. I noticed this shift instantly and realized that many of these people came to this festival

mainly for Simpson himself. Once I realized this it made me become very interested in his

performance because I could tell many of his fans had made the effort to come to this music

festival mainly for him. The fact that so many people who did not fit the typical festival mold

came to see him perform really highlighted the fact that he has a loyal following and that

enhanced his music. In addition to that the very fact that he was at this festival showed me that

he was a unique country music star. This is only the second year of the Okeechobee Music

Festival and the year before there were no country music acts. Okeechobee’s decision to invite

him to the festival showed that he was not a typical country music artist.
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In addition to the unusual group of people that came to see him perform he also strayed

from the norm of this festival and performed with live instruments. Simpson performed the lead

guitar and did all the singing, he had a drummer, a bass player, and a pianist. Although there

were a few bands that performed with live instruments; a majority of acts at this festival played

with pre-recorded sound and mixed the songs on stage. Simpson even jabbed at some the EDM

acts by saying, “sorry my laptop player is sick tonight so I’m doing the best I can.” This quote

highlights the fact the Simpson knew he was different and embraced this quality. Despite this jab

his style of country music doesn’t deviate to much from the culture propagated by EDM groups.

Typically, at music festivals the EDM scene has its fair share of drugs going around.

These drugs are different from those that are discussed in country music. Often times country

music will discuss drugs such as marijuana and alcohol. These are standard in country music and

have appeared in the genre for a very long time. This is where Simpson breaks the mold. In his

song “Turtles All the Way Down,” Simpson says, “Marijuana, LSD, Psilocybin, and DMT, They

all changed the way I see, But Love’s the only thing that ever saved me.” This quote shows that

Simpson is very different from typical country stars because he openly discusses his

experimentation with a wide range of mind altering substances. This is something that is seen as

a very taboo concept within country music. In addition to his openness regarding drug use

Simpson also discusses various religions in his works. In the same song Simpson says, Met

Buddha yet another time, And he showed me a glowing light within.” This quote is especially

strange considering that country music is very heavily rooted with Christian values. This mention

of Buddhism is very interesting because once again Simpson is breaking all the rules regarding

what is talked about in the realm of country music.

Personally I loved Sturgill Simpson. I had never seen or heard of him before this concert
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and I am not a huge fan of country music. Despite this I thought he was excellent. Despite his

amazing performance I believe his style would have been shunned if he had come several years

earlier. I believe in today’s time people are more socially accepting than ever before due to this

Simpson is able to talk about the things he talks about and have people back him up. I believe

Simpson is opening up the door for a whole new style of country music that can be embraced by

a more widespread audience. As one of the concert goers I was near said during the show,

“Sturgill is the breath of fresh air country music needed.”


